Abstract: This article applies diagnosing issues outflows of gas pipelines using
Introduction
Pipelines are large in size and complicated construction, and are therefore difficult to handle including for diagnostic purposes. The biggest problem in the diagnosis is identification and location of the outflow (especially when it is small). It turns out that the diagnostic of the gas pipeline is difficult and not sufficiently precise. This is caused by low diagnostic compliance resulting in a shortage of diagnostic information. Deficiencies in the efficiency of diagnosis, stems from multidimensional environment and the complex dynamics of the pressing process [1, 4÷6, 8÷12, 15÷17, 19, 21÷27, 29÷31]. Current methods of outflow location are based on the measurement of flow parameters (pressure, flow) of the pumped medium at the beginning and end of the test section of the gas pipeline. Such methods include:  gradient method,  correlation method,  method based on tracking wave fronts of said expansion. The disadvantage of these methods is the low sensitivity to outflow. Even after the application of a very complex calculation procedures in practice it is possible to identify only substantial outflows and locate them with coarse accuracy. This incomplete information is still very important to ensure proper handling of long pipelines. Effective way to obtaining new diagnostic information, and thus improving diagnostic susceptibility and increase the efficiency diagnosing outflows from gas pipeline may be the use of the information coming from the weak interaction, caused by special measuring devices -equalizers, and the test object -the gas pipeline.
The idea of the test stand and construction of the equalizer
The test stand for gas leakages diagnostic from pipeline is presented in Figure 1 . The test stand is made of thermo-welded polypropylene pipes (a). This tubes are mounted on a frame of aluminum profiles (b). At the beginning and end of the main line of the pipeline equalizers (c) will be attached using pipe tee for research leakages. At the beginning of the pipeline's there is the connection to the compressor (d) and the pressure vessel used to achieve adequate pressure in the station. In various distances from the beginning of the pipeline will be installed faucets (e) used to simulate leakages. The total capacity of the pipeline can be increased by mounting the additional pressure vessel at any point on its length. In Fig. 2 an equalizer has been shown. It is used to cause the weak interaction between the it and the pipeline. It consists of two chambers separated by a changeable membrane (a). Both chambers are filled with the same medium as the test pipeline and has the same pressure. In the middle of the axis of symmetry of the equalizer, on the membrane the adjustable mass (b) was placed. 
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It is assumed that the observed motion of the mass will give us. The possibility to complete determination of the interaction between the equalizer and the pipeline for a variety conditions of the object (pipeline). Equalizers membrane and the weight placed thereon, are interchangeable, and there is the possibility of its selection (change the membrane type and mass weight) depending on the pressure in the system and the observed size of the leakage. The size of the chambers can be easily changed by exchanging length of the pipes forming the wall (c) and length of pivots (d). Equalizers chambers are connected by a tube (e) on which a valve for closing the flow (f) is mounted. The pipe is for equalization of the pressures in both chambers (the test pipeline and all equalizers has equal pressure).
At the top of the equalizer can be mounted sensor (g) measuring depending on the needs the pressure difference between the equalizer chambers, or the displacement of the mass caused by the leakage of gas from the pipeline.
On the opposite side of the equalizer there is a connection (h) to attach it to the observed gas pipeline. The membrane and the mass on it during uninterrupted operation of the pipeline are in equilibrium. As a result of the gas leakage, the pressure disturbances occured in the pipeline and equalizer, leading to the membrane and mass vibrations. These disorders may be registered both by the differential pressure sensor and the displacement sensor for mass which are mounted in the equalizer. These signals are used to diagnose leakages from gas pipelines.
The theoretical basis of a new method of diagnosing the gas outflow of long pipelines
The existing methods of diagnosis based on signals defined:  in the domain (area) time "t" is p 1 [2, 20, 28] .  space domain "τ" of self and cross-correlation function: [2, 3, 28] where: p 1 -the pressure at the beginning of the pipeline, m 1 -mass flow rate at the beginning of the pipeline, m k1 -mass flow rate of the equalizer at the beginning of the pipeline, p 2 -pressure at the end of the pipeline, m 2 -mass flow rate at the end of the pipeline, m k2 -mass flow rate of the equalizer at the end of the pipeline,
(t), m 1 (t), m k1 (t), p 2 (t), m 2 (t), mk 2 (t)
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The proposed new method of diagnosing the gas pipeline also are used signals of weak interactions m k1 and m k2 witch are resulting from the operation of specialized investigated equalizers (diagnoser) specified in the domain of time shift τ, and then in the frequency ω. Used here the opportunities arising from theory of signal processing [3, 7, 14 , 15÷19], which consists in determining the square amplitude amplification and time shift between any (determined by an expert) signals: In case of application diagnostic method using the diagnostic model φ (based on the cross -power spectral density of signals) is replaced much more configuration than the using the diagnostic model A 2 (based on its auto power density signals). Additional benefits of using these methods of diagnosis are result from the transition of the indicator method (limited number of indicators) on parametric models of analysis of the measured signals. [7, 13÷18] Then, the above diagnostic models obtained in parameterized form. For equation 1, 2 will be described as follows: 
where: [7, 13÷18] On the basis of equation 8 to 9, it can be expected that changes in model parameters A 2 and φ will correspond to occurred of the gas pipeline leaks.
Conclusion
The paper presents the concept laboratory stand to study outflow of gas from the long pipeline on the basis of a time -frequency analysis of signals from the built-in to them special equalizers. This concept positions based on the fact that between the test equalizer (diagnoser) and the tested working gas pipeline are occur weak interactions, and hence diagnostic signals which can be used to identify the location and size of the gas outflow. The addition of special research equipment (equalizers) to the gas pipelines makes it possible to acquire valuable diagnostic information, which are weak interactions signals. In contrast to the standard pressure signals, the signals of weak interactions are more sensitive and resistant to interference. Use of weak interactions signals can constitute complement used co far flow and pressure flow signals. Joining equalizers to gas pipelines does not affect the operation of the pipeline and is easy to implement.
The basis for the analysis of the measured signals are correlation functions (time) and power spectral density functions (frequency) auto and cross of the signals interaction between the research gas pipeline and equalizers, as well as between the applied equalizers (in the initial phase of the research will be a two equalizers with the same and different sizes) . Used equalizers in the slightest cannot and do not affect the quality of the static and dynamic gas pipeline investigated. In addition, crossing on a time -frequency signal analysis (through the use of a parameterized model A 2 and φ) gives a much more possibilities than the use methods based on the quality objectives, which number is limited. At work presented results confirm that properly selected and attached to the pipeline diagnosed equalizers, fulfilling the role of research objects, offer the possibility to obtaining valuable diagnostic information, allowing to improve their diagnostic susceptibility, and thus increase the effectiveness of their diagnosis.
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